
Melodie Renee Hawkins

6109 Toebbe Lane, Louisville, KY 40229

502-961-7032
melodie_renee@outlook.com
melodierenee.daportfolio.com

Objective:

Full time position as artist and illustrator, predominant within horror and fantasy. Part 
time work within any field while in school.

Education:

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Drawing

University of Louisville, anticipated December 2014

Skills:

·Illustration- Making and selling drawings and related artwork (2 years); 
Artwork has been published in two places: "The Bennu", an ancient Egyptian art 
magazine, and "The Kemetic Orthodox Calender for Year 17"

·Charcoal Drawing- Making drawings using charcoal, with very rough mark 
making.

·Working with various chemicals and tools- From both painting and 
printmaking, using dangerous chemicals to clean, working with screenprinting 
machines, and other combustable materials.

Exhibitions:

 BFA Thesis Exhibition University of Louisville

Work Experience:

Pridestaff, Assignment at ADP, Jeffersontown, KY, January 19, 2015-July 1, 2016
Data Entry/Verification

·Primary job included verifying data recieved via faxes and scanned forms, often 
involved manually inputting all of the data. Forms included sensative information such as
Social Security numbers and addresses.
·Secondary responsibility included prepping mailed in forms for scanning.
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University of Louisville Archives and Special Collections (Formerly Archives and 
Records Center), Louisville, KY, August 2012-April 2013, August 2013-April 2014

Organized boxes of information from various collections, including sensitive
and personal information. Handled very old papers-some dating back to 
the 19th century. Also transcripted old newspapers, organized and filed 
various newspaper clippings and information. 

Second year: Worked with a large scanner to scan images of books, maps, 
and other assorted items from as far back as 1856.

JC Penney Co. Catalog Sales Associate, Louisville, KY, Holiday Season for 2008

·Helped customers purchase, recieve, and/or return catalog or online items, and 
helped with transportation to customer's vehicle if needed. Also helped customers 
with credit card bills or other issues.

Two days of training to introduce us to work culture, then additional 7 hours of technical 
training to use computers and to handle credit issues.
Recieved multiple awards for excellent customer service


